This study demonstrates the potential of using single-pass TanDEM-X (TDX) radar imagery to analyse inter-and intra-annual glacier changes in mountainous terrain. Based on SAR images acquired in February 2012, March 2013 and November 2013 over the Inylchek Glacier, Kyrgyzstan, we discuss in detail the processing steps required to generate three reliable digital elevation models (DEMs) with a spatial resolution of 10 m that can be used for glacial mass balance studies. We describe the interferometric processing steps and the influence of a priori elevation information that is required to model longwavelength topographic effects. We also focus on DEM alignment to allow optimal DEM comparisons and on the effects of radar signal penetration on ice and snow surface elevations. We finally compare glacier elevation changes between the three TDX DEMs and the C-band shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) DEM from February 2000. We introduce a new approach for glacier elevation change calculations that depends on the elevation and slope of the terrain. We highlight the superior quality of the TDX DEMs compared to the SRTM DEM, describe remaining DEM uncertainties and discuss the limitations that arise due to the side-looking nature of the radar sensor. Ó
Introduction
Glacial and geodetic mass balance measurements are important for quantifying glacial processes and their relationships to climate change, water availability, and sea level rise (Hagg et al., 2004; Fischer, 2011; Zemp et al., 2013) . However, collecting in situ data at remote glaciers is time-consuming, expensive and often associated with logistical difficulties (Bhambri et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2013) . Digital elevation models (DEMs) that are generated from satellite remote sensing data are a powerful tool to infer glacier elevation changes in mountainous areas Paul and Haeberli, 2008; Friedt et al., 2012) .
In June 2010, the TanDEM-X (TDX) satellite was launched to enable, along with its twin TerraSAR-X, the generation of a new global DEM with an unprecedented spatial resolution of 12 m in the horizontal direction and a relative height accuracy of 2 m (Krieger et al., 2013) . To date, the promising potential of TDX DEMs for investigations of glacier elevation changes in comparison to other remote sensing-based elevation data has been shown mainly in regions of large ice-sheets, e.g. in Antarctica (Groh et al., 2014; Rott et al., 2014; Seehaus et al., 2015; Wuite et al., 2015) and in Greenland . In contrast to low-relief areas, DEM generation from interferometry is difficult in high mountainous terrain, which is one reason that few assessments based on TDX imagery are available. Example studies are from the Himalaya (Pandey and Venkataraman, 2013; Vijay and Braun, 2016) , the Purogangri Ice Cap on the Tibetan Plateau (Neckel et al., 2013) , the Karakoram (Rankl and Braun, 2016) and the Southern Patagonia Icefield (Jaber et al., 2013) .
Most of these studies measure glacier elevation changes on the decadal timescale by subtracting a TDX DEM and a second DEM from a different data source. The C-band Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM from February 2000 is usually used as a reference DEM, but this timescale does not allow the identification of elevation changes on shorter time intervals. We aim to extend the approach by comparing multiple high-resolution (10 m) TDX DEMs and 6600 m a.s.l. Most of the accumulation on the glacier occurs during the summer months (Aizen et al., 1997 (Aizen et al., , 2006 . Its equilibrium line (ELA) is located at approximately 4500 m a.s.l. (Aizen et al., 2007) . Thick debris covers the lower ablation areas and shields the ice from the sun's radiation, which led to only a minor loss of area of 1.4% between 1990 and 2010 (Osmonov et al., 2013) . Both branches of the glacier flow in an east-west direction, which is fortunate for radar sensors that follow a polar orbit. However, the main tributaries of Southern Inylchek are oriented northsouth, and thus are heavily affected by layover and shadowing effects.
The Inylchek Glacier has been the subject of numerous studies. Erten et al. (2009) , Li et al. (2013 Li et al. ( , 2014 and Nobakht et al. (2014) focused on the general flow dynamics, whereas Mayer et al. (2008) , Neelmeijer et al. (2014) and Zech et al. (2015 Zech et al. ( , 2016 investigated the glacier's flow regime but specifically addressed the relationship to the regularly occurring glacial lake outburst floods from Lake Merzbacher. The unique setting of Lake Merzbacher has been analysed using several modelling approaches (Konovalov, 1990; Ng et al., 2007; Ng and Liu, 2009; Kingslake and Ng, 2013; Mayr et al., 2014) . The glacier has also been included in regional mass balance studies (Farinotti et al., 2015; Pieczonka and Bolch, 2015; Shangguan et al., 2015) . 
Data
In this section, we provide an overview of the TanDEM-X Coregistered Single look Slant range Complex (CoSSC), external DEM and glacier boundary data sets that were used in this study. The abbreviations of the DEM data are listed in Table 1 .
TanDEM-X data
We used bistatic TanDEM-X StripMap Horizontal-Horizontal (HH) single polarization CoSSC data for the processing of the TanDEM-X DEMs. The large longitudinal extent of the Inylchek Glacier requires at least two adjacent acquisitions to cover the majority of the glacier body. To minimize discrepancies between the neighbouring DEMs that were used for the mosaicking, we used radar data that were acquired successively with a minimum time difference of 11 days. A total of six TDX acquisitions were computed, which resulted in three mosaicked DEMs with a spatial resolution of 10 m (Tables 1 and 2 ). The boundaries of all of the data acquisitions are outlined in Fig. 1 .
External DEMs
Additional DEM data are useful for TDX data-based glacier analysis in two main ways: the DEM can be used to facilitate topographic phase modelling during generation of the interferogram, and it can be used in the actual elevation change comparison. In this study, we refer to the SRTM DEM data as an external source. However, because multiple SRTM DEM versions exist, a careful consideration of an appropriate DEM data set is necessary to achieve optimal results. We initially attempted a direct alignment of our TDX DEMs to the X-band SRTM DEM (hereinafter referred to as SDX; cf. Table 1) provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) (ÓDLR/ASI 2010). This would have been an ideal data set for two reasons: first, Inylchek is almost completely covered by the SDX data, and second, the depth of radar penetration will only depend on the snow pack properties at the acquisition time, so complications due to different radar wavelengths could have been neglected. However, this approach is not feasible because the SDX data in our study area show a noisy surface with large elevation discrepancies compared to the C-band SRTM DEM v4 that was provided by CGIAR-CSI (Jarvis et al. (2008) ; hereinafter referred to as SDCv4; cf. Table 1) , which are especially prominent in high elevation areas. After accounting for the height discrepancy between both data sets because of the different vertical datums (EGM96 geoid heights of SDCv4 vs. WGS 84 ellipsoidal heights of SDX), an elevation difference analysis that was performed on off-glacier areas yielded a standard deviation of 77 m. These significant discrepancies are related to the single or maximum double coverage (in cross sections) of an area with the Xband sensor, whereas the C-band acquisitions were taken from multiple look directions and incident angles, which allowed for better coverage of layover/shadow areas and better smoothing of the resulting DEM (Marschalk et al., 2004) . The poor quality of the SDX data in rugged terrain is related to the local incidence angle, slope, aspect and radar beam, whereas errors in the SDCv4 data occurred in areas of original voids and regions with steep slopes (Ludwig and Schneider, 2006; Kolecka and Kozak, 2014) . When attempting to use the SDX data as input for topographic phase removal to create differential TanDEM-X interferograms, our results were not as satisfactory as those from the topographic phase removal using SDCv4 data. We therefore concluded that the SDX data are not sufficiently accurate for direct DEM comparisons in our study area, and we used them only for radar-penetration depth correction.
As a result, we aligned our TDX DEMs to the SDCv4. We preferred this void-filled C-band SRTM DEM version to a version that contained voids because it improves the topography removal that is necessary to create a differential interferogram. However, areas that originally contained voids were disregarded for the final elevation change analysis.
As recommended by Nuth and Kääb (2011) , we attempted to register the SDCv4 to data generated by the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System, which is mounted on the Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) to enable reference consistency for future glacier elevation analyses. We found three stripes of the ICESat GLA14 data that cover the Inylchek area (Zwally et al., 2014) , but were challenged when trying to align the data properly. First, 60% of the 9687 original points had to be neglected, because they fall on glaciated areas, which had changed between 2003 and 2009 acquisitions. Second, the terrain surrounding the Inylchek is characterized by steep slopes, which leads to a substantial increase of the standard deviation of the ICESat elevation heights with respect to the SDCv4 heights (Carabajal and Harding, 2006) . We therefore excluded points located on slopes steeper than 30°. Rejecting additional outliers that differed by more than ±50 m from the SDCv4 data left us with a sample of 1744 (18%) valid measurements. Because these were mainly located in the northern part of our DEM section, a subsequent alignment attempt yielded unsatisfying results.
Alternatively, we used a version of a C-band SRTM DEM v2 that was computed by DLR (hereinafter referred to as SDCv2DLR; cf. Table 1 ), in which the correction towards the ICESat data was done on a global scale (Wendleder et al., 2016) . This approach ensured a good absolute alignment of the SDCv4 and consequently the TDX DEMs. A drawback of this data set is that it contains many voids, which are generally located in high elevation areas where the SDCv4 data set had been interpolated or filled by additional data sets. Voids also arise from outlier removal and bilinear interpolation during resampling of the data set. As a result, we decided not to use the SDCv2DLR data set for glacier comparison but rather used it as input data to correct the alignment of the SDCv4.
Glacier outlines of Inylchek
To ensure that the alignments between various data sets are performed only on stable and snow-free areas, we extracted the glacier extents provided by the Randolph Glacier Inventory v3.2 Pfeffer et al., 2014) and those stored in the Global Land Ice Measurements from Space Inventory (Khromova Raup et al., 2007) . We also used the boundary of the Inylchek Glacier from Shangguan et al. (2015) . We manually adjusted this outline in the area of the two glacier tongues to meet the glacier coverage from 2000 by extracting their edges from the SDCv4 DEM. We ultimately combined all three glacier extent data sets to generate a boundary of the maximum potentially glaciated area in the study region. The outline of the Inylchek Glacier from Shangguan et al. (2015) was also used to perform elevation difference measurements.
Methodology
This section describes the generation of the TDX DEMs. We first focus on the interferometric processing chain, where we describe the parameters and discuss processing caveats. We then cover the DEM alignment procedure that must be undertaken to allow precise elevation comparison, followed by the handling of radar signal penetration into snow and ice. Finally, we summarize the accuracy assessment.
Interferometric processing of TanDEM-X data
To derive the DEMs, we applied single-pass Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) to the TDX CoSSC data (Graham, 1974; Hanssen, 2001 ) using the GAMMA software (Werner et al., 2001) . Multilook values were chosen to achieve a spatial resolution of 10 m (Table 2) . Coregistering was neglected because the TDX pairs were already aligned to each other. Topography removal was done by applying the spatially resampled SDCv4 data. The differential interferograms were filtered with an adaptive filter (Goldstein and Werner, 1998 ) with a window size of 8 pixels, a window step size of 1 pixel and an alpha value of 0.4. Because the Inylchek area is very rugged, the coherence was estimated with respect to the slope of the terrain and adaptively alternated based on an initial coherence estimate; the window size that was used for the final calculation ranged between 7 pixels for low coherence areas and 3 pixels for high coherence areas. For the phase unwrapping, we applied the branch-cut method (Rosen et al., 1994 ) with a maximum branch length of 25 pixels. In contrast to minimum cost flow methods, this minimized the introduction of phase-jumps within connected areas. A caveat of this method was that remaining data gaps due to unconnected regions or low coherence values could not be resolved. These gaps were especially prominent in the high elevation mountain range between the two glacier branches. However, our main goal was to avoid introducing errors over the glaciated regions during the phase unwrapping. We thus accepted data gaps on the steep unglaciated slopes of the mountains rather than trying to resolve as many pixels as possible.
The postprocessing of the unwrapped differential interferogram consisted of several steps. First, the remaining phase jumps were removed by either manual correction (adding multiples of ±2p) or masking, and, missing linked areas were connected to the main interferogram where possible (Fig. 2) . We then applied a 2D quadratic phase model to deramp our results. However, this approach was not able to entirely remove an overall ramp, and we corrected for this with a tilt-removal during the DEM alignment. After reapplying the topographic phase to the differential interferogram, we refined our DEMs by applying outlier removal, small data gap interpolation, and spatial smoothing. The outlier removal was achieved as follows. Initially, we smoothed each generated TDX DEM with a 5 Â 5 pixel kernel. We then subtracted the result from the non-smoothed TDX DEM version and calculated the standard deviation r of the resulting difference image without considering extrapolated values that were introduced during the smoothing procedure. Values outside the 2r range were masked out. Next, we interpolated only very small data gaps to avoid excessive extrapolation into larger data gaps (a 'no data' pixel must have at least one valid neighbour). In the last refinement step, the DEM was smoothed using a 3 Â 3 boxcar filter, again by avoiding extrapolation. Finally, the individual DEMs were geocoded to the WGS 84 system and projected to UTM coordinates with a spatial resolution of 10 m.
Each adjacent TDX DEM pair was mosaicked together. Because small tilts persisted in the generated TDX DEMs, we detrended the data pairs relative to each other before mosaicking them by calculating a linear plane fit between the overlapping area of each master and slave DEM, which was then used to correct the entire slave DEM. We mosaicked the two data pairs by neglecting small elevation changes that occurred between the two acquisitions (Table 3) . If both data sets contained valid information at the same pixel location we took the mean if they did not differ by more than 10 m, otherwise the pixel was set to 'no data'.
Alignment of the SRTM and TDX DEMs
Before the evaluation of the glacier elevation change can be carried out, all of the available DEMs need to be carefully aligned to each other. This requires all of the data sets to be resampled to the same spatial resolution. Because our main goal is to compare glacier elevation changes between the high-resolution TDX DEMs, we decided to fit the SDCv2DLR and SDCv4 DEMs to the TDX resolution and resampled them to 10 m. The calculation of the alignment parameters is performed on the masked versions of the DEMs, where all of the pixels on unstable terrain were removed to prevent the influence of varying glacier heights on the matching process. The determined alignment parameters are then directly applied to the complete DEMs that contain glacier areas. Additionally, one large glacier-free TDX DEM (hereinafter referred to as TDX-mosaic) was created by merging the stable areas of all three individual TDX DEMs (TDX1202, TDX1303, TDX1311). This product was used to align the TDX DEMs to the SRTM DEM data. Below, we describe the data alignment process in detail. The connections between the individual datasets are shown in Fig. 3 .
As recommended in the overview study of Paul et al. (2015) , we relied on the approach described by Nuth and Kääb (2011) to properly align the DEMs. Their so-called universal coregistration is based on the dependence of the biases of the slope, aspect and elevation difference. We slightly modified the coregistration proce- dure; the estimations of the direction and magnitude of the shift vector were performed as described by the authors, but we did not follow their suggestion to derive the overall vertical bias by dividing the mean bias by the mean slope tangent of the terrain. Instead, we calculated the vertical offset Dz in a separate step by applying a least-squares adjustment with the following function:
where x and y are the range and azimuth directions, respectively. By either estimating all three parameters (a; b and c) or setting b and c to zero, we controlled for the tilt correction between the DEMs. We refer to this step as DEM detrending. Our approach also differs from Nuth and Kääb (2011) in that we started the iteration process with DEM detrending and thus first applied a vertical shift and then calculated the horizontal shift parameters from the universal coregistration. This change of the order of the processing steps facilitates improved horizontal matching because DEM detrending includes the removal of possibly existing tilts. If the result did not satisfy the defined threshold parameters, we repeated the detrending and registration procedures iteratively until a predefined threshold criterion was met.
The final horizontal shift vector was then calculated by summing all of the individual horizontal shifts that were performed during the iteration and applying the sum to the initial slave DEM. We then applied the DEM detrending step once to this horizontally corrected slave DEM to obtain the best vertical fit as well.
During the DEM alignment, we constrained the fitting procedure as follows. DEM detrending was performed by applying weights w that depended on the corresponding slope a to each elevation difference pixel: w ¼ ð90:0 À aÞ=90:0
. Detrending of the SDX data set benefited from a restriction of the fitting process to slopes less than 10°. For all alignment processes that involved TDX scenes, we additionally allowed for a plane tilt removal. Table 4 gives an overview of the applied constrains for the individual DEM pairs.
The parameter calculation of the universal coregistration was based on the median values of each terrain aspect bin, which minimized the influence of outliers (boxplots of the first iteration results are given in Fig. 4) . We also considered only slopes greater than 10°because only these elevation differences are meaningful. Pixels with elevation differences greater than 300 m were removed from the statistical analysis (Kääb, 2005) . In general, the iterations continued until either the change of the magnitude of the shift vector was less than 0.2 m or the improvement of the standard deviation was less than or equal to 1%. To account for errors that might have been introduced due to resampling of the SRTM data (Paul, 2008; Gardelle et al., 2012a) , we applied an elevation bias correction after the alignment of the TDX-DEMs to the SDCv4. Because the elevation differences at high elevations vary significantly, we did not apply a polynomial function as proposed in Nuth and Kääb (2011) but rather used median differences calculated from 100 m bins directly for the correction.
Radar penetration correction
Because X-band and C-band radar data are compared to each other, compensation of the signals for the different radar penetration depths is required for snow, ice and firn regions (Rignot et al., 2001; Gardelle et al., 2012a,b; Kääb et al., 2012) . In our case, the radar penetration depth refers to the phase centre depth of the interferometric signal.
We estimated the difference by examining the SDX and SDCv4 (bilinearly resampled to 30 m spatial resolution) data. Because both data sets were acquired at the same time, elevation differences over the glacier area should only exist due to the different penetration characteristics of the X-band and C-band sensors.
The elevation differences were thus calculated by considering only the Inylchek glacial area and evaluating the height variations of each 100 m elevation bin. The resulting elevation-dependent radar penetration variances were then applied to the SDCv4 data to enable a direct comparison with the TDX DEM glacier surface elevations. We note that this approach will only provide an approximation of the true radar penetration difference; discrepancies will persist due to different snow cover depths and characteristics between 2000, 2012 and 2013. Additionally, the incidence angle of the radar look direction and the orbit pass affect the radar penetration depth. Nevertheless, the derivation of different glacier surface heights from SDX and SDCv4 is still reasonable because most of the data sets were acquired during the winter; thus, similar conditions can be assumed.
Because the penetration difference should not exceed 10 m (Rignot et al., 2001; Gardelle et al., 2012a) , we defined all of the difference values greater than ±12 m as outliers and did not consider them for the penetration estimation. We thereby prevented erroneous X-band SRTM elevation values from affecting our results. The median values of each elevation bin were used to correct the 10 m resolution resampled SDCv4 but only for areas with elevations below 6000 m a.s.l. At higher elevations, not enough pixels per elevation bin were available to generate reliable results. Instead, we calculated the mean of Fig. 3 . Overview of the alignment process of the DEMs and their respective links. The coregistration and elevation bias parameters are always calculated on masked DEMs that contain only the stable areas (yellow boxes). The retrieved parameters are then used to correct the complete DEMs (blue boxes). The elevation differences retrieved from the subtraction of SDCv4 from SDX are used as inputs to correct the radar penetration offset of the coregistered SDCv4. After all of the corrections were applied, the elevation change calculations were performed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Table 4 Overview of the parameters applied to the DEM pairs during DEM alignment, where x and -indicate whether a constraint was applied or not. The parameters weighted slopes (w ¼ ð90:0 À aÞ=90:0 ), slope restriction (a < 10 ) and plane tilt refer to the DEM detrending step (vertical offset calculation). Except for the last DEM alignment, all off the data sets were resampled to a spatial resolution of 10 m.
Aligned DEMs (Master-Slave)
Weighted slopes Restricted slopes Tilting allowed Elevation bias correction
the correction values applied to the elevations between 5000 and 6000 m a.s.l. and used this value to correct areas with elevations above 6000 m a.s.l. Fig. 5 shows the median penetration differences as a function of elevation. The values range from À1.51 m (3700 m a.s.l.) to 2.98 m (5900 m a.s.l.). As expected, the radar penetration differences between the SRTM DEMs increase with increasing elevation; in lower regions, the glacier is highly covered by debris with little snow cover. Larger snowpacks are only present at the higher elevations. Interestingly, some of the lower elevation bins show negative correction values. This is reasonable when we consider that the stable areas were also partly covered with snow, especially during the winter. During the vertical matching of the SDCv4 DEM and the SDX DEM, the radar penetration difference due to this snow cover was removed. For debris-covered, low-elevation bins with less snow cover than the stable areas, this will result in negative radar penetration differences.
To estimate the uncertainty of the radar penetration, we calculated the standard deviation of the medians for all elevation bins below 6000 m a.s.l. and determined a value of 1.39 m, which we considered in the accuracy assessment for all direct comparisons between the SDCv4 and TDX DEM data.
DEM elevation difference calculation
We calculated the elevation difference between each DEM pair based on the area-weighted mean difference for each 100 m elevation bin. Before retrieving the average value, we set pixels that differed by more than 3r from the mean of each elevation bin to 'no data' Gardelle et al., 2013) . We also neglected all interpolated pixels of the SDCv4 DEM data set (Kääb et al., 2012; Gardelle et al., 2013) .
Next, all of the 'no data' pixels located within the glacier boundary needed to be addressed carefully before any DEM comparison was undertaken; otherwise, the final results will show under-or overestimated values. Gardelle et al. (2013) proposed using the average of the corresponding elevation bin to fill data gaps. However, we argue that the strong dependency of accumulation/ablation on the hillslope angle of the mountainous areas cannot be neglected. Fig. 6 shows the clear dependence of the elevation Results of the first iteration of the horizontal shift calculation after Nuth and Kääb (2011) showing the significant offsets between the available DEMs, which makes proper DEM alignment inevitable. The aligned glacier-free DEM versions are given in the titles of each plot, in which the master DEM is presented first and the slave DEM is presented second. The red line shows the corresponding fitting function. Note the different scales on the y-axis. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
change on the slopes of the terrain. Areas with lower hillslope angles are more susceptible to elevation changes, and the elevations of steeper areas are affected less. We claim that at a certain slope, the glacier elevation change can be assumed to be stable. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that above 50°hillslope angle, snow tends to slide off regularly (Keller and DeVecchio, 2016) . Furthermore, snow nourishing glaciers on lower slopes than 50°may be transported through avalanches, which occur mainly on slopes between 35 and 40° (Keller and DeVecchio, 2016) . As a result, to fill the 'no data' areas, we distinguished between slopes less than and greater than 45°. For the entire glacier region, we set the elevation change of the pixels located in areas with slopes greater than 45°to zero. This had the following two effects. First, many of the data gaps were filled with zero values because most of the data gaps were in high elevation areas with steep slopes, where the TDX radar signal could not be resolved. Second, we reduced the introduction of erroneous values that might occur when a TDX DEM is subtracted from the SDCv4. These errors may be introduced due to the different resolution of the original data. Despite the applied elevation-dependent correction, the SDCv4 elevation values at high elevations can still be underestimated (Berthier et al., 2006; Paul and Haeberli, 2008; Gardelle et al., 2012a) , which in turn leads to an underestimation of the calculated volume loss.
In the next step, regions with slope angles of less than 45°were treated as follows to take into account the dependency of the elevation change on the hillslope angle. Data within one elevation bin were separated into three slope classes: 0-15°, 15-30°and 30-45°. Missing pixels were then filled with the mean elevation change values of the corresponding elevation bin and slope class if at least 1% of the valid pixels were available to derive the mean value from. The lowest elevations where this condition did not hold were at 5300 m a.s.l. and 5600 m a.s.l. for Northern and Southern Inylchek, respectively. These elevations were well above the ELA and thus were in the accumulation region. As a result, we filled the remaining missing pixels by following the approach of Pieczonka et al. (2013) , who argued that the long-term change in accumulation areas is rather small, so missing pixels in accumulation areas can be assigned to zero. Although our approach already considers Whiskers refer to the sample minimum and maximum, respectively. Note that the data range is constrained to a 12 m elevation difference. Elevation differences for elevations above 6000 m were taken from the mean penetration between 5000 and 5900 m (red asterisks) because the small number of pixels does not allow reliable penetration values to be retrieved. The overall uncertainty of the radar penetration is 1.39 m, which was derived from the standard deviation of the medians for all elevation bins below 6000 m a.s.l. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) several boundary conditions, we emphasize that the mean values derived for the individual classes must be evaluated carefully to avoid outlier extrapolation. A standard deviation of more than 20 m within a single class was used as a threshold to find existing unrealistic mean values, which were then eliminated from the extrapolation.
The overall elevation change DH was calculated as follows (Shangguan et al., 2015) :
where i is the number of elevation bins, Dh i is the mean elevation difference for the individual elevation bin, a i is the area of the valid pixels per elevation bin, and A is the total area of all of the elevation bins. Special attention had to be paid to the calculation of the annual elevation change of the DEM pair for February 2000 to November 2013 because the data were not acquired during the same season. In this case, the seasonal snow height effects will bias the calculation, so we refrained from calculating an annual elevation change rate.
Accuracy assessment
Several methods have been used to assess the elevation difference uncertainty u DEM1ÀDEM2 between two DEMs, examples are found in studies from Gardelle et al. (2013) , Pieczonka et al. (2013) , Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) and Shangguan et al. (2015) . Similar to the two latter studies, we used an approach that is robust to outliers in which u DEM1ÀDEM2 was derived from the error of the DEM coregistration, which was estimated from the normalized median absolute deviation Dr (NMAD) of stable areas (Table 5 ). Because Dr is proportional to the median of the absolute differences between the DEM errors Dh j (j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, where n is the total number of pixels in stable areas) and the median of these DEM errors m Dh j , it can be regarded as an outlier-resilient estimate of the standard deviation (Höhle and Höhle, 2009) .
For elevation difference calculations between TDX DEMs, we assumed the same radar penetration depth; thus, u TDX1ÀTDX2 denoted as:
However, for the elevation differences u SRTMÀTDX that were calculated between the SRTM and TDX DEM data, the accuracy of the radar wave penetration depth Drw of ±1.39 m must also be included in the uncertainty estimation:
4. Results and discussion
Uncertainty of measurements
The largest uncertainty in our analysis arises from the significant number of missing values within the DEMs. Quantifying the impact of the filling is difficult. Because we do not take into account any reference data, we can only make assumptions about the void areas. Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) relied on ordinary kriging to fill voids. In our setting, the largest areas of missing data are at high elevations. Applying a kriging method in this case would lead to over-extrapolation, which impairs the filling, as was noted by Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) . Filling all data gaps within the accumulation area with zero values may be a valid option for long-term studies because the assumption of low elevation changes for that region may be true (Pieczonka et al., 2013) . However, that does not account for the inter-annual investigations in our study, where changes between consecutive years might be large. We therefore extended the approach of Gardelle et al. (2013) to fill data voids with mean elevation bin values by considering the slope-dependency of the elevation change. Due to side-looking induced geometric distortions of the radar image, most voids occur on the steeper slopes, and thus affect the edges and the higher elevations of high mountain glaciers. Because these glacier areas are affected by glacier changes differently than those on the gentler slopes (Fig. 6) , using mean values generated from valid pixels located on these gentler slopes would lead to an overestimation of the glacier change. As a result, mean values from specific slope bins help to improve the glacier elevation change estimates. Still, the amount and width of the useful slope bins must be carefully evaluated by considering the availability of the data. Too many slope classes may result in too few valid pixels within a slope bin, and calculating mean values will become random or even impossible. For the Inylchek Glacier test site, three slope bins between 0°and 45°proved useful. As a result, we assign zero values only to pixels at high elevations with slopes greater than 45°and to areas with slopes between 0°and 45°where no valid information exists to retrieve the mean values from. We tested the impact of the latter method by assigning values of either ±1 m instead of zero. The elevation changes revealed maximum absolute elevation change differences of ±0.04 m a À1 (9%) and ±0.07 m a À1 (26%) for Northern and Southern Inylchek, respectively. An additional uncertainty factor is the estimation of the different radar penetration depths of the X-band and C-band signals into snow and ice. Shangguan et al. (2015) reported greater penetration differences (1.7 m for debris free-area ablation areas and 2.1-4.3 m for elevations between 4000 and 5100 m. a.s.l.) over the Inylchek area than our investigation. However, these authors did not apply any DEM alignment between the X-band SRTM DEM and the C-band SRTM DEM in advance, and we used a strict outlier removal strategy (±12 m), which might explain the differences. Kääb et al. (2012) provides C-band radar wave penetration estimates for various mountainous regions of Asia that were derived by a differentiation of C-band SRTM DEM elevation to ICESat elevations. A direct comparison between their values and ours is only partially possible because we did not correct for a discrepancy that is generated by the penetration of X-band SAR into snow and ice. However, we expect that this discrepancy will play only a minor role in ice-dominated debris-free ablation regions but has a greater impact in the snow/firn-dominated areas of the accumulation region. Taking this into consideration, our penetration estimates are consistent with the values given by Kääb et al. (2012) , which include 2.5 ± 0.5 m over general glacier areas, À0.8 ± 1.0 m over debris-covered ice, 0.1 ± 1.2 m over clean ice and 4.8 ± 0.7 m over the firn/snow areas of the glaciers in the East Nepal and Bhutan mountain range that, similar to Inylchek, are summer-accumulation type glaciers (Kääb et al., 2012) .
It is worth noting that due to the short time period of this investigation, the uncertainties between the TDX DEMs are greater than average compared to similar studies that consider optical data such as KH-9 Hexagon and SPOT-5 data. However, we emphasize that low mass balance uncertainties of 0.10 m a À1 between KH-9 and SRTM data or 0.11 m a À1 between KH-9 and SPOT-5 data (Shangguan et al., 2015) can be only achieved when looking at long time spans (in their case, 24 years and more), whereas the same accuracy is theoretically achieved from TDX comparisons with an acquisition difference of nine years.
DEM alignment quality
The evaluation of elevation differences within stable areas between two DEMs gives insights on the quality of the DEM alignment. In our case, the comparison between the SDCv4 and TDX data yields an absolute mean elevation difference of approximately 0.2 m with a standard deviation of 8 m (Table 5 ). These discrepancies are mainly attributed to the different spatial resolutions of the DEMs. The high potential of the TDX DEM data for the analysis of glacier changes is demonstrated by the comparison of only the TDX DEMs. Here, the elevation differences are in the range of a few centimetres with corresponding standard deviation values of 2 m, which is at least two times smaller than when comparing TDX DEMs to SDCv4 data. The best agreement is achieved between the two TDX DEMs that are taken from the same orbit and incidence angle (TDX1202-TDX1303: À0.005 ± 1.72 m), but the differences with TDX1311, which had the opposite orbit, are only slightly larger (TDX1303-TDX1311: À0.03 ± 2.26 m and TDX1202-TDX1311: 0.1 ± 2.15 m; cf. Table 5 ). However, these variations may be attributed to orbital discrepancies or processing errors as well as the different seasons of the data collection. Because snowfall over stable areas cannot be excluded, the characteristics and depth of the snow may differ on the dates of the data collection, which results in different penetration effects and ultimately in different elevation changes.
Although all TDX DEM comparisons are characterized by large absolute uncertainties compared to the corresponding elevation changes, the good quality of the DEMs is also demonstrated by the high internal consistency between the three TDX DEM pairs. The difference between the sums of the absolute glacier elevation changes of TDX1202-TDX1303 and TDX1303-TDX1311 is only 7 cm for the Northern Inylchek branch and 3 cm for the Southern Inylchek branch compared to the corresponding differences retrieved from the DEM pair that covers the time period TDX1202-TDX1311 (Table 6 ). The superior accuracy of the TDX DEMs compared to SDCv4 is also confirmed by the 4-5 times lower absolute elevation change uncertainty values of the direct TDX DEM comparisons.
Inylchek elevation changes
As shown in Table 6 and Fig. 7 , both branches of the Inylchek Glacier have been affected by thinning since 2000, and the northern branch has experienced higher downwasting rates than the southern branch. Mapping the elevation changes shows the spatial distribution of areas of elevation loss and gain. The ablation area of Northern Inylchek is most severely affected by glacier loss with rates up to 60-70 m over 13 years, whereas the accumulation areas of both branches show slight gains of between 1 and 10 m since 2000 (Fig. 8) . The high spatial resolution of the TDX data also allows precise mapping of the inter-and intra-annual elevation changes (Fig. 9) , which offer a unique view on the underlying glacial processes. For example, an increase in surface elevation occurred in the middle part of the northern branch during 02/2012-03/2013 (Fig. 9b) , and a distinct elevation loss occurred at an icefall on the main southern tributary of Southern Inylchek during 03/2013-11/2013 (Fig. 9c) . We emphasize that changes at these short timescales cannot be observed from the annual mean elevation change shown in Fig. 9a . Retrieving DEMs from TDX data is therefore especially helpful for investigating inter-and intraannual time scales. Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) and Shangguan et al. (2015) used optical remote sensing imagery to analyse mass balance rates of the Inylchek Glacier. Both studies showed that within the time period 1975-1999 mass loss rates over the Southern Inylchek glacier branch were higher (À0.27 ± 0.45 m w.e.a À1 in Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) and À0.43 ± 0.10 m w.e.a À1 in Shangguan et al. (2015) ) than those over the Northern Inylchek glacier branch (À0.19 ± 0.45 m w.e.a À1 in Pieczonka and Bolch (2015) and À0.25 ± 0.10 m w.e.a À1 in Shangguan et al. (2015) ). However, Shangguan et al. (2015) Shangguan et al. (2015) resulted in significantly higher mass-loss values than our findings further research into this discrepancy is required. A potential explanation is the application of different radar penetration depth corrections in Shangguan et al. (2015) . We tested the impact of the radar penetration depth on the mass balance calculation by increasing it by ±1 m, which for Northern and Southern Inylchek, respectively. As the discrepancies to Shangguan et al. (2015) are still larger, radar penetration depth is likely not the only influencing factor. Another possible explanation might be the data voids in the accumulation regions in the study of Shangguan et al. (2015) . The mass gain that we detected especially in the Southern Inylchek accumulation area was not resolved in their study (cf. to Fig. 4b in Shangguan et al. (2015)). 
Conclusions
TerraSAR-X and simultaneously recorded TanDEM-X (TDX) radar data are ideal to generate digital elevation models in high mountain areas, where weather conditions often prevent monitoring with optical remote sensing devices. Because of their spatial coverage, they are especially suitable to assess glacier elevation changes for broad areas. However, steep slopes and high relief of mountain areas make generating DEMs from single SAR image pairs a challenging task. We investigated in detail (1) the suitability of SRTM-based reference DEMs to enable long-wavelength topographic phase removal to derive differential interferograms; (2) the impact of interferometric processing parameters on DEM generation (e.g., coherence, unwrapping procedures); (3) the importance of precise DEM alignment; (4) the effect of radar penetration into snow and ice; (5) the filling of data voids in glaciated areas; and (6) the accuracy that can be achieved from using TDX based DEMs. This leads to the following conclusions:
(1) Although X-band SRTM DEM data covers our study almost completely, we use C-band SRTM DEM data for topographic phase modelling because noisy surfaces and inaccuracies at steep slopes in the X-band SRTM DEM hamper the interferogram generation. (2) Due to the side-looking nature of the sensor, geometric distortions in the radar data resulting from foreshortening, layover and shadowing effects cannot be avoided. To prevent an erroneous glacier elevation change analysis, it is important to minimize the effects of errors due to phase jumps and low coherence over the glacier area. As a result, we prefer a branch-cut algorithm for phase unwrapping. To ensure that large glacier areas are not lost due to missing connections of separately unwrapped areas, careful evaluation and manual editing of the unwrapped interferogram is required, which makes the automation of DEM generation difficult. (3) Precise alignment of all DEMs is inevitable for glacier elevation change calculation. We apply a modified version of the universal coregistration procedure introduced by Nuth and Kääb (2011) . (4) Glacier surface elevation differences caused by radar signal penetration into snow and ice must also be considered. This becomes even more important when data that were collected with different wavelengths are compared to each other. We analyse the impact of radar penetration due to wavelength differences by comparing height variations of C-band and X-band SRTM DEMs. The results are used to correct elevation changes estimated from comparing C-band SRTM with TDX DEMs. However, these corrections are only an approximation of the true radar penetration differences because seasonal effects, such as different snow coverage at different acquisition times, also influence the backscatter of the radar signal. These effects cannot easily be corrected for, which makes a precise estimation of the radar penetration a challenging task. (5) The uncertainties of glacier elevation change estimates generally increase with increased data gaps of the glaciated areas. The closure of these voids should therefore preferably be done by considering additional radar data from either a different orbit or another incidence angle if the data acquisition times are not significantly different. Alternatively, elevation data from complementary optical data or other sources can be considered, but the condition of equal acquisition times is still valid. If no additional data are available, assumptions must be made regarding the glacier elevation changes in the void areas. We suggest that missing values should be derived from values of valid glacier surface areas with similar surface geometric conditions, particularly similar elevations and slope angles. If no valid data from similar areas are available, assumptions such as zero glacier elevation change in accumulation areas can be applied at the expense of significant higher uncertainties. (6) We show that careful treatment of all of the uncertainty factors of TDX generated DEM data is required to obtain a precise, quantitative estimate of glacier elevation changes. This is especially important when analysing intra-and inter-annual timescales. Our results show that TDX DEMs are suitable for estimating glacial elevation changes and we highlight the following key results. First, the deviations between the stable areas of all of the TDX DEMs generated here are low (max. compared to glacier elevation changes that are calculated directly from the DEM pair from 2012/02 to 2013/11. Third, the absolute uncertainty of the glacier elevation changes is 1.13 m for the TDX DEM glacier comparisons, which is significantly lower than the 5.23 m for the comparison between the C-band SRTM and TDX DEMs. Our findings demonstrate the high potential of using single-pass TDX DEMs to monitor for glacier development in high mountain areas. The high accuracy and spatial resolution make TDX DEMs especially suitable for investigations of highly dynamic glacier elevation changes ranging from rapid surge events to seasonalto-decadal changes in response to global changes.
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